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EX ALDERMAN NEWSLETTER 366 AND CHESTERFIELD UNAPPROVED 311 

 
 

January 27, 2019 

 

WAS IT ALDERMANIC PRAISE OR AN ALDERMANIC LIABILITY WARNING?  At the 

January 14th Town and Country Board of Alderman meeting, Alderman and a doctor at 

Missouri Baptist Hospital, Matt Reutter praised two members of the City’s Public Works 

Department and Parks Department for working 36 hours during a weekend snow storm, 

joining with contractors clearing city streets. 

 

Dr. Reutter then added that even interns working at hospitals never work over 30-hours.  

This seemed to be a simple warning that maybe after 16 hours driving a snowplow an 

eight or 10 hour break in a room at the Maryville Marriott in Town and Country might be 

in order to avoid injury to the employees, the public and damage to city trucks. (I was 

later told the employees got some “nap time.”  

  Ald. & Dr. Matt Reutter 

 

ANDERSON TECHNOLOGIES REPORT ON CITY’S IT SYSTEM IS DEEMED 

SECRET:  Former Alderwoman Any Anderson and her husband Mark, owners of 

Anderson Technologies were awarded a $2,700 no-bid contact to review and report on 

the city’s IT systems.  The report was done by early December and the bill was paid.  

Two weeks ago I filed a Sunshine Request to see the no-bid report the residents of 

Town and Country paid for.   The request was denied, but I was sent of two page 

summary about the report. 
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From: McNamara, Ashley [mailto:McNamaraAN@town-and-country.org]  

Sent: Monday, January 14, 2019 10:54 AM 

To: John Hoffmann 

Subject: RE: Missouri Open Record Sunshine Request 

Good morning John, I am in receipt of your below Sunshine Law request for the IT Audit Report 

that was completed in November 2018. I am able to provide the attached cover pages at this 

time. After consulting with the City Attorney, the remainder of the report has been deemed 

closed pursuant to 610.021 (18) and 610.021 (19) as releasing the detailed section of the report 

would jeopardize the security of the City’s property and IT infrastructure. In this case, we feel 

the public is better served by our not releasing the information than by making it public. The 

report could also be closed under 610.021 (20) as the report contains specific and detailed 

information about our IT security and specific server locations for same. Most notably, the report 

is closed pursuant to 610.021 (21)  because the report identifies the configuration of 

components and the operation of our computer system(s) and releasing said information could 

allow unauthorized access or unlawful disruption of our internal networks and systems.   

Let me know if you have any trouble opening the attachment or questions about my response.  

Have a great day, 

Ashley  

 

Here are the cover pages to the report:  
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EMPLOYEE OF THE MONTH OF APRIL?  Town and Country Planner Ryan Spencer 

will be attending the American Planning Association annual conference that includes 

continuing education credits.   The conference is in San Francisco from April 12 to April 

15.  The tuition is $735 and the hotel room with double occupancy (Spencer’s wife is 

also going) is $1,299. (Did you notice these conferences are never in Des Moines or 

Omaha?  The last one I attended in 2003 was for International Transportation 

Regulators and Enforcers.  It was in Anchorage.)  The amazing thing is that Spencer is 

not asking for money for his air fare or per diem.  He is using air fare miles his wife had.   

 

This caused Ald. Tiffany Frautschi was say, “I don’t want to send him out there with no 

lunch money!”  (You can tell that Frautschi still has two kids in school.)        

 
 

TOWN AND COUNTRY POLICE TO SAY GOODBYE TO AUTOMOBILES AND WILL 

GO ALL SUV:  In the next few months no Town and Country Police Officers will be 

driving around in 4-door sedans.  No, they will all be in SUVs.  The detective division 

and traffic unit will be the last to have officers in normal automobiles.  

 

Say goodbye to Dodge Chargers: 
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Say hell-o to Chevy Tahoes: 

 
 

This is from Town and Country Police Chief Gary Hoelzer on the change in cars: 

 

We are purchasing three more Tahoe’s for patrol and this will eliminate all 

Chargers from the fleet.  By the way, in the snow last weekend all of our vehicles 

performed extremely well: all-wheel drives Chargers and Ford utilities and the 

Tahoe’s.  

Here are some the makes and models of cars I drove over 30-years in LE.  I wish I had 

photos of all the actual police cars. I could find only 4.  The rest are a mix of non-police 

models and police cars from the Web. 

    
73 Ford Sta Wag  w/a stretcher      1975 Ford                    1976 Ford          1976 Chevy Nova (unmarked)   

 

    
1980 Pontiac                                                 1984 Chevy Impala             85 Ford Fairmont (The worst) 
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1987 Chrysler (2

nd
 worst)               1991 Chevy Caprice (the best)      1998 Chrysler Neon (tie 2nd worst) 

 
2002 Chevy Cavalier unmarked  

 

  

 SON OF RETIRED TOWN AND COURTY DETECTIVE LT. AND NEPHEW OF 

RETIRED POLICE CHIEF IS BOTH A COUNTY COP AND A PROFESSIONAL 

ATHELETE:   Greg Kranz is the son of retired Town and Country Police Detective 

Lieutenant  Rick Kranz and nephew of recently retired Police Chief Pat Kranz.  He is a 

St. County Police Officer assigned to the City of Jennings.  He is also a professional 

athlete.  For three seasons he was on the active roster of the St. Louis Ambush.  This 

season he is on the inactive reserve squad.   

 

 In past seasons when entering a game the PA announcer has stated, “Now playing for 

the Ambush…Officer Greg Kranz.”  Here is his soccer bio from the Ambush:   

Greg Kranz is a native St. Louisan who played youth soccer with the Scott Gallagher Soccer 

Club and varsity soccer at CBC High School. He began his collegiate career at St. Louis 

Community College at Florissant Valley, where he served as team captain two years. He was 

then recruited by Missouri Baptist University, where he started in 35 of his 36 appearances. 

Kranz played with the St. Louis Lions (PDL) for three seasons and played the 2013-14 season 

for the Illinois Piasa (PASL). Greg’s first season with the Ambush was 2014-15, when he 

contributed three goals and five assists in 10 games played. After sitting out the 2015-16 season, 

Kranz returned to the Ambush for 2016-17, when he appeared in 15 games and tallied four goals 

and two assists. He appeared in two games with the Ambush during the 2017-18 season.  
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 BANK SIGN TO CHANGE COLORS AT NIGHT:  The Commerce Bank located in front 

of the Schnuck’s supermarket on Clayton Road at Woods Mill Road was given a sign 

variance on January 14th by the Board of Aldermen.  The bank’s main sign would 

remain white during the day, but LED lighting would make it green at night.  The city 

code only allows white illuminated letters, which required the variance.  

 

The resolution passed without debate.   

 

   
 

CHICKEN JOINT SIGN VARIANCE APPROVED: Joella’s Chicken also received a sign 

variance on January 14.  Joella’s is a just starting franchises out of Louisville, Kentucky.  

They have seven restaurants in Kentucky, Ohio and Indiana with an eighth opening 

soon in Indiana.  The Town and Country location will be at the Town and Country 

Crossing shopping center at Clayton Road and Woods Mill Road in the old 5 Guys 

Burgers location. While the front of the restaurant will face Clayton Road on a patio and 

pond, there will also be a rear entrance off the parking lot.       
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                                             North facing main entrance 

 

 

 
 

REAL ESTATE:  NEW TOWN AND COUNTRY HOMES SOON TO BE BUILT: Back in 

the 1950s, 1960s and then 1970s before the big annexation, Town and Country used to 

be a place of very nice ranch houses, where grandparents from Webster Groves and 

Kirkwood escaped large two and three story houses to nice one story house with no 

stairs and often with a pool in the backyard.  The days for those houses are about gone.  

Here are some lots and new houses planned.  
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Soon to meet a bulldozer.  This house is the last original ranch house at 12723 Topping 

Acres before “The Circle of Castles.” (see below) 
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Below is what planned to take the place of the 60-year-old ranch house at 

12723Topping Acres.  It is not a “castle” like the three neighbors but is a lot more than 

what was there.   

 
 

10 BELLERIVE COUNTRY CLUB GROUNDS:  Here is the house from several years 

ago: 

 

  built in 1960 on 1.31 acres. 
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 Here is the house now waiting for the bulldozer 

 

Plans for the new house  

 
 

 

12980 THORNHILL DRIVE:  The original house at 12980 Thornhill was built by well 

known developer Don Breckenridge. It was build in 1962 on 1.65 acres.  Breckenridge 

developed Thornhill Estates, 121 home subdivision between Topping Road and Mason 

Road and lived at the house in the 1960s.   The house was bulldozed in August of 2018.  

 

 Aug 2018 
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 Jan 2019 

 

This was the first plans for a new house: 

 

 
 

 

 

Here are the current changed plans: 
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16 CHAPEL HILL  This one might be the dullest  of all the new home plans we saw.  

The builder will be McKelvey Homes.  Here is the original ranch house: 

 

 
 

Here are the plans for the new home: 
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1926 S MASON ROAD:  This might be the most interesting of the new home proposals 

we viewed last week. 
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1127 WESTMOOR PLACE:   

 

Existing house: 
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New House: 

 

 
 

This is nice looking home, but across the street is one of the uglier new houses we have 

seen in some time: 
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6 STONEMONT COURT:  This is the subdivision along southern Mason Road being 

built by the EVIL Rob Rehnquist, where the city staff never informed elected officials 

that Rehnquist got approval not to install required sidewalks.   

 

 
 

REPEAT DRUNK DRIVER, DRIVING WITHOUT HEADLIGHTS AFTER MIDNIGHT, 

WEAVING AND REFUSES TO TAKE BREATH TEST, THAT IS APPARENTLY A 

PERFECT CANDIDATE FOR A SECOND PROBATION TERM PER TOWN AND 

COUNTRY PROSECUTOR AND JUDGE:  It was 1:28am on December 30, 2016.  

Sunset had been 8 ½ hours earlier at 4:50 PM.  Shelby Rebecca Brown, 24, of 

Carlinville, IL was driving her 2014 Ford F-150 pick truck on westbound I-64 from I-270 

without the headlights on. 

 

This was the first thing that got Sgt. Wolfe’s attention.  The second thing was the Brown 

was weaving in and out of marked lanes on the highway.   

 

Sgt. Wolfe stopped Brown at I-64 and Mason Road.  He was not surprised to find her 

breath reeking of the smell of intoxicants, her eyes were watery and bloodshot, how she 

swayed when standing and her demeanor went from being polite to crying. 

 

Brown could not give Sgt. Wolfe her actual driver’s license.  Instead she handed him a 

photo copy of her Illinois driver’s license.  When asked where her actual license was 

she said she had a DWI earlier in the year and her license “was still going through the 

system.”       
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Brown failed the field sobriety tests given by Sgt. Wolfe. She denied being intoxicated 

claiming she had two beers 9 ½ hours earlier at 4pm, but refused to take a field breath 

test or an official breath test at the police station to prove she wasn’t drunk.  

    
Shelby Brown                               Brown’s eyes 

    

Brown was arrested and cited for DWI and Operating a Motor Vehicle at Night without 

Headlights.   

 

Brown’s earlier DWI arrest was by the Missouri Highway Patrol in Jefferson County, 

Missouri on July 2, 2016.  In that case she pled guilty to DWI on 05/29/18 and was 

given a No-Fine, No-Points, No-Jail SIS probation for 2-years.  

 

OUTCOME:  Here is a driver who did not have her regular drivers’ license because it 

had been seized in connection with an earlier DWI arrest and conviction.  She was 

drunk enough not to notice she was driving without headlights at 1:30 in the morning 

and was lane weaving.       

 

Despite pleading guilty to the prior 2016 DWI conviction on November 15, 2018 she 

pled Guilty to DWI before Town and Country Judge Andrea Niehoff, who without any 

thought of the safety of the public, placed Brown on her second SIS No-Fine, No-

Permanent Record, No-Points probation on November 15, 2018.  To Animal House fans 

she is now on “Double Secret Probation.” Judge Niehoff fined her $225 for No 

Headlights at Night.  Town and Country prosecutor Ed Sluys had no problem with the 

plea or sentence. 
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Sluys                          Niehoff 

  

 

97 MPH IN A 60 ZONE RESULTS IN NO-POINTS AND NO-FINE:  On December 20, 

2017 Corie Lynn Walburn, 22-years-old of St. Ann, at 12:26AM was driving her silver 

new 2017 Toyota Corolla at 97 MPH on NB I-270 at Clayton Road when she was 

clocked by Town and Country Cpl. Yaakub.    

     
 

Prior to this citation she received a Moving Violation on 03/20/16 that was reduced in 

court to Illegal Parking with a $122 fine.  
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OUTCOME:  Walburn hired attorney Michael Carter of St. Charles.  He moved the 97 

MPH case from Town and Country municipal Court to the St. Louis County Associate 

Circuit Court under the guise of a jury demand.  Town and Country Prosecutor Ed Sluys 

handled the prosecution.  

 

On 0/18/18 Judge John Newsham accepted a deal where Walburn would pled guilty,  

agree to go to a night of defensive driving school and be placed on a 1-year No-Points, 

No-Fine, No-Record SIS probation.  Apparently 37 MPH over the limit, five days before 

Christmas is a-ok with PA Ed Sluys and Judge Newsham and the person should not be 

fined. 

 

UNAPPROVED CHESTERFIELD NEWSLETTER 310 

 
 

McARTHUR’S BAKERY IN CHESTERFIELD VALLEY TO CLOSE BY THE END OF 

THE MONTH: McArthur’s closed their bakery on Olive Blvd in Chesterfield on January 

21, 21018.  Now they plan to close their Kirkwood store and their store at 158 Long 

Road (at Edison Rd) by January 31, 2019. The intersection of Long Road and Edison 

has been where restaurants go to die. We can think of six that that have vanished in the 

last couple of years.   
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THE CHESTERFIELD POLICE BLOTTER:  Read what the men and women in blue 

dealt with last week. 

 

 

 

 
 

 

The Chesterfield Police Department is still fighting with the Chesterfield IT Department 

as a change in computer system continues to not allow arrested persons names, ages 

to be posted.  The police department contact person says it is hoped this is corrected 

soon.  
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DRUNK DRIVER CAUSED HEAD-ON CRASH ON KEHRS MILL ROAD: 

 

 
GRZYBINSKI, MATTHEW 

W/M 06/20/1994 

 

Here is the first paragraph of the report. 
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On 01/18/19 I received a call for a vehicle accident that dispatch had 

advised two vehicles had collided head on and were blocking the road. 

 

I arrived on scene and observed a white Ford Ranger and a black Honda 

Accord in the center turn lane after colliding with each other. After 

investigation it was determined that the Ford entered into the wrong lane of 

traffic and struck the Honda head on. While speaking with the driver of the 

Ford, later identified as Matthew Grzybinski, I detected the odor with which 

I associate to be alcohol coming from Grzybinski. While speaking with 

Grzybinski I also observed him stumbling and staggering around the 

accident scene. It was at this time PO Schlemmer, DSN 183, arrived on 

scene to assist 

 

 

   Grzybinski facebook with a drink  Grzybinski  mug shot 

Grzybinski was involved in a DWI accident in 2013 in St. Charles County when he was 

20-year-old.  His drivers’ license was suspended due to his alcohol level.  He appealed 

the suspension to the Circuit Court and lost.   

 

ANOTHER NIGHT AT HARPO’S:   It is another night of the local police not doing walk-

through bar checks at Harpo’s. 
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Past Record: 

08/20/10     DWI & Poss of Drug Para  PG SES 2-year probation term    Univ of MO PD 

05/11/18    Domestic Assault 
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CHESTERFIELD POLICE WON’T SHUT DOWN NEW VAPOR STORE FOR NO 

BUSINESS LICENSE; ONE CITATION WAS ISSUED, PLUS ONE FOR SELLING TO 

A MINOR:  The Chesterfield Police cited the owner and an employee newly opened 

Blue Vapor E-Cigarette Store located at 14796 Clayton Road (in the strip center with the 

Wine Store and across Wildwood Parkway from the Shell gas station and car wash and 

the Goodwill Store and across Clayton Road just west from the Parkway West High 

School. 

 

Police Chief Ray Johnson said two officers were watching the Vape-Smoke store to be 

sure they were doing business.  Officers not only saw they were open for business, but 

also they had just illegally sold products to a 16-year-old. 

 

 
 

 Gilliam      Potential customer 
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I checked with City Clerk Vickie Hass on Wednesday 01/2319 inquiring if Blue Vapor 

had obtained a license yet.  I was told “NO” they had not. 

 

I asked Chief Johnson why the police department was not issuing a citation a day or 

taking other steps to shut down the business.  After all they are selling products that can 

kill people and are also selling the products to minors. 

 

He said he did not think the city municipal court would be levying a $1,000 for each 

citation so he decided to simply see what happened with the two citations issued. 

 

We mentioned this to four different councilpersons who seemed to think daily citations 

would be appropriate or other means to shut the store down until it obtained a city 

business license.    

 

Frankly it seems to me the police should be issuing several citations a day and council 

members should be pushing the do-nothing city prosecutor Tim Englemeyer to push for 

the maximum fines. Allowing a Vape-Smoke to open across the street from a large high 

school without a business license and the police ignoring the operation after issuing just 

one citation is simply bad government.   

 

CITY COUNCIL CONTINUES ATTACK ON BETTER TOGETHER:   The first 15 

minutes of the Wednesday January 23, 2019 Chesterfield City Council meeting dealt 

with stopping the proposed City of St. Louis-St. Louis County merger with a Missouri 

Constitution change that would have the issue voted on by all voters in the State and 

not only those in St. Louis and St. Louis County. 

 

Councilwoman and President Pro-Tem Barb McGuinness who was filling in for a sick 

Mayor Bob Nation, led the meeting off with debate for a resolution for Mayor Nation to 

vote for a Municipal League of Greater St. Louis proposal for a Board of Freeholders to 

replace the elitist group “Better Together” backed by billionaire Rex Sinquefield who 

actually lives in a Mansion outside of Westphalia, MO in unincorporated Osage County, 

MO.    

 

If approved the Board of Freeholders could recommend a City-County Merger that 

would not affect existing municipalities or the services they offer. (The Better Together 

folks want to eliminate local police departments in favor of a massive police force.  This 

might be good for residents in small town with police forces under 10 officers, but would 

be terrible for places like Town and Country and Chesterfield where the local police 

perform far superior services to neither the County or City of St. Louis.)  The Board of 

Freeholds could also recommend to leave everything alone and not make any changes. 
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Mike Geisel and Barb McGuiness 

 

Before the resolution to have Mayor Nation vote for the Board of Freeholders there were 

some speeches. City Administrator Mike Geisel spoke first.  

 

“The fact is that the current constitution should be followed (that requires such mergers 

be left up to the citizens of St. Louis and St. Louis County). There is not a need for a 

new project (state wide vote) when the existing (local vote) has not been tried.  It is 

circumventing the Missouri Constitution to have a statewide vote and to change the 

Missouri Constitution for a local issue,” said Geisel. 

 

Councilman Ben Keathley spoke next. 

 

It is a shame we have to ask that the Missouri Constitution be followed.  Local 

government should be decided by local government. Local people should be in charge 

of their own local government,” said Keathley. 

 

 Ben Keathley 

 

The resolution passed on a 8-0 vote. 
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THE NEXT NIGHT:  On Thursday January 24 the Municipal League met at the 

Chesterfield City Hall and voted to create a Board of Freeholders.  There are two 

problems with this.  First of all Mayor Lyda Krewson and County Executive Steve 

Stenger would appoint the freeholder board.  They are both in favor of the Better 

Together plan, so they surely would stack the Freeholder Board with like thinking 

people. However even if the Freeholders supported  merger and the end of some cities, 

the proposal would have to be voted on and passed or defeated by both residents of St. 

Louis and St. Louis County and not a state wide vote. This would not likely pass on a 

local vote.  

 

Secondary, How fast we forget!  Former St. Louis County Executive Gene McNary’s 

Board of Freeholders (some might call Freeloaders) came up with plans to turn St. 

Louis County into 13 huge cities while eliminating 76 cities.  Then it went to 21 cities 

and finally to 36 cities of at least 10,000 each. There would be no unincorporated areas.  

Each city would have its own police department but the County Police would continue 

offer support services such as a homicide unit, bomb and arson squad and crime scene 

and lab units.  

  Gene McNary 

 

At the time McNary lived in Sunset Hills, a city that would have been eliminated.  But 

that was not to happen.  Two St. Louis County residents filed suit in Federal Court and 

got the Freeholders and the entire McNary plan declared unconstitutional in 1988. 

 

https://law.justia.com/cases/federal/district-courts/FSupp/681/1422/1800668/ 

 

The handwriting was on the wall and McNary would be the last Republican County 

Executive.  In 1989 McNary resigned in mid-term and took an appointment from 

President George H.W. Bush to head the INS in Washington, DC. 

 

This did not stop McNary.  In 2016 McNary and his son Cole McNary, a former state rep 

who was voted out of office and who also lost to Jane Cunningham for a seat on the 

https://law.justia.com/cases/federal/district-courts/FSupp/681/1422/1800668/
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Monarch Fire District, wrote a guest column in the Post-Dispatch wanting to merge St. 

Louis and St. Louis County into 9 boroughs, two in St. Louis and seven in St. Louis 

County. 

 

https://www.stltoday.com/opinion/columnists/the-boroughs-of-a-greater-st-

louis/article_c829a254-b029-5974-9b26-f2de640252c6.html 

 

 

 

 

 

AVENTURA AT WILD HORSE CREEK PASSES ON A 5-3 VOTE:     The City Council 

passed the revised plans for the Aventura At Wild Horse Creek a massive 176 unit 

apartment complex. We wrote extensively about this last week in Newsletter #365. The 

proposed changes got just a 2-2 VOTE FROM THE Planning and Public Works 

Committee. 

 

 The two “No” votes were by Committee Chair Michelle Ohley and Mary Ann 

Mastorakos who were concerned over design issues.  

 

Two people representing the developers told the Council they would be adding a 36ft 

foot long water feature that would be 7-to-10 feet wide.  The dog park (complex will 

allow dogs) would be 1,750 square feet.   However the 30% Woodlands reuirement 

would still be violated with only 27% woodlands on the west end of the complex. 

 

Tom DeCampi stated how the complex would add 200-to-300 cars a day to Wild Horse 

Creek Road, which is already choked with traffic during rush hours forcing people trying 

to reach subdivisions to drive on the shoulder. 

 

The new proposal passed on a 5-3 vote with DeCampi, Ohley and Mastorakos voting 

against it.  

 

https://www.stltoday.com/opinion/columnists/the-boroughs-of-a-greater-st-louis/article_c829a254-b029-5974-9b26-f2de640252c6.html
https://www.stltoday.com/opinion/columnists/the-boroughs-of-a-greater-st-louis/article_c829a254-b029-5974-9b26-f2de640252c6.html
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On the north side of the apartment complexe’s 12.3 acres is Old Chesterfield Road.  

Across the street is the Chesterfield Mobile Home Park, which consists of at least 60% 

Hispanic tenants including some illegal aliens. One city employee joked that the “Above 

All Development Company” building the apartments would have a wall up before 

President Trump to restrict access of Hispanics.  

  

 

   

 WE TRAVELLED AROUND THE UNITED STATES THANKS TO BARB 

MCGUINNESS RUNNING THE MEETING. With Mayor Bob Nation calling in sick 

Councilwoman/President Pro Tem Barb McGuinness was called to duty at the last 

minute to run the Council meeting. McGuinness style is clearly different from Mayor 

Nation and definitely more informal.  During the McGuiness called citizens and fellow 

councilpersons by nicknames.  It was like a trip around the U.S. Here are some of the 

names she used: 

 

BABE:  The was clearly Midwest-Rural 
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NANCY PELOSI AND CHUCK SCHUMER:  Barb took us to Washington DC (via 

California and New York) when the two reps from the “Above All Development Co” 

stepped up to answer question and present information about the proposed apartment 

complex on Wild Horse Creek Rd.  “You two remind me of Nancy Pelosi and Chuck 

Schumer,” said McGuinness. 

 

    
 

SWEETHEART:  This is definitely southern. 

  
 

DEAR:  Now this could go as New England or Southern. Dear is a bit formal for an 

affectionate name lending it to the New England area.  But let’s face it.  The most 

famous use of the word “dear” clearly came from the South. 
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HON:  This insincere term of affection is owned by Baltimore, Maryland.  Barb waited 

until the meeting was half over before she used it. I lived in Maryland for 15 years, 

although it was on the Washington, DC side, I still spent plenty of time in Baltimore, 

where every waitress called me “Hon.” Diner waitresses never have to remember 

regular customer’s names.  They are all “Hon.”  

   
 

I don’t know if meetings would be better or worse if McGuinness ran them, but they 

would be more amusing. 

 

WE CHECKED AND FOUND THAT ALL LOCAL MISSOURI HOUSE OF 

REPRESENTATIVE MEMBERS VOTED TO EXCLUDE THEMSELVES FROM THE 

MISSOURI OPEN RECORDS SUNSHINE LAW: In November Missouri voters 

overwhelming voted to make all legislative records open public records. 

 

On January 15.2019  the Missouri House of Representatives changed that with a vote 

allong party lines, by changing one word in the House Open Records Rule.  They 

changed the word “Shall” provide emails and other correspondence to the public as 

open records to “MAY.”  This meant they didn’t have to share these records.   

 

These guys all voted YES to hide records. 
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Derek Grier                     Dean Plocher                   Bruce DeGroot   

 

Derek Grier the graduate of the Christian Science member-only Principia College, Dean 

Plocher the former judge of the most corrupt muni court (Pine Lawn) in St. Louis County 

and Bruce DeGroot, all representing West Snoburbia, all voted to allow state reps to 

hide these records.  So much for open government with these three.  

 

DEER IN ROAD SEND TWO TO HOSPITAL:  A husband and wife were transported to 

the Lake Regional Hospital after totaling their 2018 Mazda on January 22, 2019 at 

8:55AM when they swerved to avoid a deer on a Camden County road. 

 

  

   

 

 
 

28YEAR-OLD TOTALS HIS PICKUP TRUCK DUE TO DEER IN ROAD:  A 28-year-old 

man from Cape Girardeau hit a tree while swerving to avoid a deer in the road. The 

crash totaled his Dodge Ram pickup truck and sent him to the hospital on 01/24/19. 
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WHAT DID TV STATIONS DO FOR REVENUE AFTER THE NOVEMBER 

ELECTIONS?  There were these on every 15 minutes: 

 

 

   
 

Then it was Christmas ads:   

   
 

January to February:  Yes we believe we see this Shen Yun ad four times an hour and it 

has to be what is keeping local TV stations in the black after the first of the year. It has 

become almost (almost is the key word) more annoying than the political ads.   
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WHEN AT&T COMES A KNOCKING OR CALLS DO THIS:  Chesterfield Councilman 

Dan Hurt complained at a recent aldermanic committee meeting of a scammer calling 

him claiming to be with AT&T and then wanting personal information including credit 

card info.  I told Dan I recently had both the college kids come to my door wanting me to 

change from Charter/Spectrum Cable to AT&T and a phone solicitor. 

 

Here is how I get rid of them. I ask them to tell me what AT&T stands for.  The college 

kids said, “American Telephone and Television.”  At this point the front door was shut. 

 

I don’t know if the phone solicitor was legit or part of a fraud scam, because her answer 

was “American Telephone and Technologies.”  The phone was hung up before she 

could say another word.  I do happen to have AT&T phone service and when I pay the 

bill the check is written as this: 

 

American Telephone and Telegraph   

 

(The original AT&T broke up in 1984 after a decade long law suit by the Federal Trade 

Commission was settled in 1982. What was left of AT&T was sold to Southwestern Bell 

in 2005 and SWB took the name AT&T.) 

 

SNOWDOG:  This is Mr. Monk in person and in a snow sculpture.  
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A CHEAPER BUT POSSIBLY MORE EFFECTIVE BORDER WALL: 

 

 
 

CARTOONS: 
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